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Great for
inspiration,
networking and
keeping up to
date on
European
political science.

Highlight of my
academic year.

inclusive and
socially
rewarding

An excellent
conference: strong
and coherent
panel sessions,
genuine and
engaged debate
about the papers.

A word from
the local organiser
Interview with ECPR General Conference 2019 Local Organiser – Piotr Sula

Was the experience what you had
expected it to be?

Yes, definitely. Many colleagues and PhD
candidates from my institute had the opportunity
to present their papers and get involved in
discussions. I am certain this experience would
inspire us to further scientific efforts. Regarding my
personal experience, I hoped to benefit from
participating in panels and roundtables but it
turned our it was impossible to combine the role
of an organiser and a conference participant.

My intention was to
encourage the community
of the Institute of Political
Science to join different
activities of the ECPR.
Now, I may say it worked.

When was your first experience of
the ECPR General Conference?

I had a very limited experience with the ECPR
General Conference before we organised it.
I participated only twice. Obviously, I was aware
of the fact that these conferences attracting
huge number of scholars from all over the world
were excellent fora for exchanging
ideas and networking.

What interested you in hosting
the Conference?

My intention was to encourage the community of
the Institute of Political Science to join different
activities of the ECPR. Now, I may say it worked.

What did you enjoy most about
organising the event?

Obviously, I was aware
of the fact that these
conferences attracting huge
number of scholars from
all over the world were
excellent fora for exchanging
ideas and networking.

Finis coronat opus/the end crowns the work.
Most satisfying was the genuine satisfaction of the
participants I met. I did enjoy also the enthusiasm
of people with whom I had a pleasure to cooperate
while organising the conference.

What advice can you offer future hosts?

I would suggest that future hosts are optimists.
There might be plenty of problems on the way to
a spectacular end, but coping with them requires
patience and conviction that all of them might be
overcome with the help of the ECPR staff, the
colleagues from your institution and administrative
staff of your university. Do not hesitate to knock on
different doors asking for help because this event is
beneficial for your city.

Best international
conference I
attended so far.

Great opportunity to see
what other researchers
are currently doing and
how political science is
evolving.

Go there for
networking!
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Celebrating ECPR's golden year
University of Innsbruck, Austria
26-28 August 2020
Call for Sections:
16 September – 18 November 2019 (midnight UK time)
Call for Full Panels and Individual Papers:
3 December 2019 – 18 February 2020 (midnight UK time)

